CORRESPONDENCE not required, i.e., only six tests are required. However, this reduction in the size of Ti is not possible in general.
Comment on "Some New Results on Average Worst Case Carry" C.K. YUEN When reading the above paper', the unwary person might easily come to the conclusion that "most carries are short." Actually, such a statement needs to be qualified. In fact, if a computer engineer designs an adder on this basis, he would probably find that the average add time is not as short as the theoretical analysis would lead him to expect. This is because Briley's analysis, and that of his predecessors Burks, Goldstine, and von Neumann [1] Abstract-Some comments on a recent contribution on multiple fault detection using test sets for single fault detection are presented. A counter example that shows some defects in generalizing from a tree to an arbitrary network are also included.
Index Terms-Combinational networks, fan-out, multiple faults, single fault detection set.
In the above correspondencel an attempt is made to generalize results established for a uniform combinational tree network to a more general combinational network. In particular there is the following theorem.
Theorem 9: Given any network with independent inputs where K is the maximum gate fan-in, I is the number of levels in the maximum path length, then the number of faults is bounded by 
